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ABSTRACT 

We have studied inclusive D** production using the DELCO detector at PEP. 

Our technique involved kaon identification in the momentum range above 3.2 GeV/c 

using a threshold gas Cerenkov counter. This leads to a model independent upper 

limit on Do-Do mixing of 8.1% (90% C.L.). W e a so 1 h ave measured the charm frag- 

mentation function, which peaks at x = PD*/(E~,,-M&)~/~ of 0.56 f O.OG(stat) 

and the total cross section for D* production, o(D**) = 0.140 f O.O2l(stat) f 

O.O32(sys) nb (z > 0.3). 
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In the standard model of weak and electromagnetic interactions with one Higgs 

doublet and 6 quarks, flavor changing neutral currents are absent and the rate of 

Do - 0’ mixing is expected to be negligible. 1 Thus, the observation of mixing at 

the percent level would present a serious difficulty for the standard model. In this 

paper we report a measurement of D* production with the DELC_O detector using 

thekaon identification capability of the eerenkov counter. This provides an unique 

way of checking the background and also leads to an upper limit on Do-Do mixing. 

The data were collected at PEP at a c.m. energy of 29 GeV. The total data sample 

consists of 45508 hadronic events, corresponding to an integrated luminosity of 150 

f10 pb-‘. 

The low Q value of the decay mode D*+ + Do,+ (and its charge conju- 

gate) has been exploited extensively to identify it in various experiments.2-6 At 

PEP/PETRA energies, several experiments have published measurements of D* 

production with this technique4 but with little or no particle identification. 

The Do - 0’ mixing is studied2 in the decay D*+ + DOT+, and Do + K-X+, 

where X is usually a single pion. The pion from the D* carries the charge of the 

D*, and the charge of the kaon indicates the charm quantum number of the Do (or 

Do) at the time of its decay. Thus a transition Do -+ Do would result i.n a “wrong 

sign” (i.e. same sign) combination of the kaon and the pion from the D* decay. 

The main feature of the detector pertinent to this measurement is a 36 cell 

Gerenkov counter,’ which covers 60% of 47~. This counter is located between 16 

layers of inner drift chambers and 6 layers of outer drift chambers. The momentum 

resolution of the detector ap/P is [(0.02P)2 + 0.062]1/2, where P is measured in 

GeV/c. 
- - 

Kaons with momentum above 9.3 GeV/c give a signal in the cerenkov counter, 

while pion threshold is at 2.6 GeV/c. Therefore, a track is identified as a kaon 
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candidate when its momentum is sufficiently above pion threshold (a 3.2 GeV/c cut 

is used) and the Cerenkov cell it traverses does not give a signal. This remains true 

even when there are other tracks in the same cell. The kaon sample selected this 

way contains about 30% protons, which increase the random background in the D* 

sample. The pion contamination is mostly due to momentum mismeasurements, -. 

which cause pions below its threshold to be found well above the threshold, and is 

estimated to be 5% of the kaon sample. 

A Do candidate consists of a kaon candidate and any other track of opposite 

charge (assumed to be a pion) where the cosine of the opening angle between the 

two tracks is greater than 0.4 and the pair mass is between 1.45 GeV/c2 and 2.2 

GeV/c2. Each Do candidate is constrained’ to the nominal mass 1.8647 GeV/c2 by 

adjusting its energy and then combined with each of the remaining tracks in the Do 

hemisphere (assumed to be pions), and the mass difference AM - Moor - Moo 

is calculated. The low Q value of the D* decay, 5.8 MeV, makes the Do and the 

decay pion nearly collinear. Figure 1 is a scatterplot of AM vs the sine of the angle 

between the Do candidate and the second pion, sin8DOn, for right sign (a) and 

wrong sign (b) combinations of the K and the second pion. A clear enhancement 

is seen in Fig.1 (a) in the region of low AM and small sinBDoa. Fig.1 (c) and 1 (d) 

show the AM distributions after applying a cut of sin6DoX < 0.13. We define the 

D* signal region as AM < 0.1625 GeV/ c2 and sinBDos < 0.13. There are 101 right 

sign and 16 wrong sign events in this region. 

In order to estimate the amount of Do - Do mixing in the data, the number 

of wrong sign combinations expected in the absence of mixing has to be deter- 

mined. There are two major sources: the random combinatorial background and 
- - 
the Cabbibo suppressed decay modes of Do. Other possible sources including the 

doubly Cabbibo suppressed decay and kaon misidentifications are small enough to 
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be ignored. The background from the latter is small because the misidentifica- 

tions are due to gross momentum mismeasurements, which tend to push the events 

outside the signal region. The combinatorial background shape is estimated from 

a large sample of events generated by the LUND Jet Monte Carlo,’ which is put 

through detector simulation and the same selection criteria described above, where 

genuine D* combinations are eliminated. By normalizing the background shape 

for AM > 0.2 GeV/c2 in Fig.1 (d), th e combinatorial background in the wrong 

sign sample is estimated to be 18.1 events. Among the Cabbibo suppressed de- 

cay modes of Do, only the K-K+ mode makes a significant contribution. The 

detection efficiencies for other Cabbibo suppressed modes are found to be small 

due to a mass misassignment and/or higher multiplicity decay modes. The ratio 

Br(D’ + K-K+)/Br(D’ + K-r+) is taken to be 0.12.l’ The estimated number 

of events in the wrong sign sample from this source is 2.1, giving a total estimated 

wrong sign background of 20.2 events. 

A binomial distribution is used for the likelihood function, which leads to an 

upper limit on the Do - Do mixing rate r of 6.8%(90% C.L.), where r is defined to 

be the probability that a particle generated as Do decays as Do. In the presence of 

CP violation,the rate of the Do + Do transition is not necessarily the same as the 

rate of Do --) Do. In such a case our experimental limit refers to an average mixing 

rate. 

The systematic error in the estimated wrong sign background due to the un- 

certainties in the background shape and the contribution from Cabbibo suppressed 

Do decay modes is estimated to be 4 events. This raises the upper limit on r from 

6.8% to 8.1%. This result is insensitive to the specific choice of cuts. 
- - 

The current best upper limit on Do - Do mixing is 4.4%” and comes from a 

measurement of wrong sign double muon production in pion and proton interac- 
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tions with iron. However, the inclusive nature of the experiment requires a set of 

assumptions on the cross section12 and mechanism13 of Do production. In contrast, 

D*+ decays provide a model independent method of studying Do - ijo mixing. 

The mixing rate can be expressed’ in terms of the masses m; and decay widths 

I?; of the two mass eigenstates of the Do - Do system (assuming,CP invariance); 

r = f (lf + 6m2)/(r$ + Sm2), 

where, l?k = II’, f I’2//2, and 6m = Irn 1 - m2I. Our limit of 8.1% on r gives the 

limits on the ratios, I-/I’ + < 0.40 and Sm/l?+ < 0.44. Also, the upper limit 

on r leads to a stringent limit on charm changing neutral currents14 of the type 

SLE7& - 75) IL, restricting the strength of the coupling constant gL to be less 

than 1.6 x 10F3. 

We have determined the D* production cross sections using the same data. In 

this analysis we assume that Do - Do mixing is small. Then the number of wrong 

sign events can be subtracted from right sign events in each momentum bin to yield 

the rate corresponding to the Cabbibo favored charged K modes. The efficiency for 

observing the decay D*+ -+ Do,+ has been estimated in each bin from the Monte 

Carlo and corrected for the differences in tracking efficiency between the data and 

the -Monte Carlo. 

The KT mass resolution of the detector is not sufficient to distinguish the various 

Do decay modes. The relative fractions of Do decay modes that contribute to the 

D* signal are estimated by the Monte Carlo described above15j16 and found to be 

45% K-T+, 27% K-T+T’, and 28% of other modes with a charged K, while the 

contribution from modes with no charged K is negligible. 
- - 

We do not detect all the decay products of Do except in the K-T+ decay 

mode. Thus when the KT mass is measured lower than the nominal Do mass, 
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the apparent D* momentum is systematically shifted lower than the real value, 

distorting the momentum distribution. In order to take this into account, the 

measured D* momentum is multiplied by a correction factor which is a function 

of the measured K7r mass. The correction is estimated by the Monte Carlo and 

is largest at the lower edge of the KT mass range where the factor is 1.21. This 

correction makes the shape of the differential cross section insensitive to the relative 

Do branching ratios. 

In Fig.2 (a) is shown the resulting D** cross section as a function of x E 

Pp/P,,, where Pmax = (E&m - M&)li2. F 11 o owing Ref. 3, we have chosen 

this definition of x over ED*/E~~~, which has been used more frequently, in order 

to compare our measurement with data taken at different c.m. energies. The errors 

shown are statistical only. The points from other experiments4 are overplotted for 

comparison. The fit to our data of the shape suggested by Peterson et ~1.~’ for 

the heavy quark fragmentation function gives the single parameter E = 0.36fz*it, 

which corresponds to the peak position xmm = 0.56 f 0.06. This suggests harder 

fragmentation for charm quarks than for light quarks and agrees qualitatively with 

other experiments. Our value of c is consistent with E = 0.41~~*~~ obtained by the 

HRS group5 but slightly greater (i.e. softer fragmentation function) than the other 

measurements in the PEP/PETRA energy range. 

We estimate that 8 f 2% of the D*‘s in the acceptance are from b quarks. 

In order to compare our data with measurements at lower energies, the estimated 

bottom contribution has been subtracted in each bin. The results are compared with 

measurements at c.m. energies of 10.5 GeV (CLE0)3 and 7.0 GeV (MARK 1)18 in 

Fig.2 (b). Ag ain, fitting the shape of Ref. 17 to our data gives E = 0.31f~*~~. The 
- - 
effect of the bottom subtraction on our data is small, and the qualitative agreement 

with lower energy data is good. 
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The total cross section for x > 0.3 is measured to be 0.140 f O.O2l(stat) f 

O.O32(sys) nb. The systematic error includes the uncertainty in the detection effi- 

ciency and luminosity but not the uncertainty in the branching ratios. Since the 

neutral partner of D** is expected from isospin symmetry to be produced in the 

same amount, the total D* production inferred from our measurement is 0.280 zb -. 

O.Q42 f a064 nb (x > 0.3). Th e comparison of this value with the total cross 

section for charm production of 0.24 nb(x > 0.3)lg (without bottom decays) indi- 

cates that D* production dominates the known charm source. This is in agreement 

with the more direct measurements of the D*/D production ratio by the HRS5 

and the CLE03 experiments. However, recent measurements by the MARK III 

group20 suggest that the charged K branching fractions of Do may be higher than 

the previously published values. If so, our measurement still could be consistent 

with pseudo-scalar charmed mesons being directly produced as frequently as their 

vector partners. 

We acknowledge the contributions to DELCO by S. Sund, the technical staffs 

of Caltech, SLAC Group A, SLAC Group G, and the PEP Division. A.C. and G.B. 

thank the French National Scientific Research Center, and E.E. the A. v. Humboldt 

Foundat ion. 
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Figure Captions 

1. The mass difference AA4 vs sin 8,0, for the right sign (a) and the wrong sign 

combinations (b) of K and the second r. The projections of the corresponding 

scatterplots after an opening angle cut sinBgol, < 0.13 are shown in (c) and 

(d), where the dashed lines are the Monte Carlo estimaad combinatorial 

background. The arrows indicate the AM cuts. 

2. The differential cross section for charged D* production (a) without and 

(b) with th e o b tt om contribution subtracted. All points are normalized to 

Br(D*’ + Don+) = 64% and Br(D’ + K-r+) = 3.0%. The MARK 

I points are averages of Do and Df cross sections,” where the latter is 

normalized to Br( D+ + K-r+n+) of 4.6%. The curves are the results of 

fits to our data of a shape suggested in Ref. 17. 

- - 
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